**UNHAS Booking Office Working Hours:**

Mondays to Fridays from 08:30-17:00 (20:00)

Saturdays from 09:00-13:00 (*20:00*)

*Outside Office hours: +211 922 465 240*

**UNHAS Bookings contact details:**

unhas.southsudan@wfp.org

During Office hours: +211 922 465 575

Procedures to remember:

The baggage weight LIMIT IS (20) KG PER PASSENGER

and (5) KG hand luggage inclusive of purchases from duty free

All passengers MUST HOLD A VALID PHOTOGRAPHIC ID.

Check-in time is 2:00hrs. (two hours) BEFORE DEPARTURE & 1:00 hr (one hour) for deep field locations

**DISCLAIMER**

UNHAS provides humanitarian air services to all locations within South Sudan where the population are in need of aid in strict adherence to the humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality and humanity. The passenger has overall responsibility of ensuring that she is comfortable with assigned UNHAS flight routing before boarding the flight. Kindly notify UNHAS when you are not comfortable with the route for further advise.